
Kingdom Kids Puppets       Week 7 – Oct. 16 

 

Puppets used: 

Jordan & Lisa 

Verse: 

Proverbs 15:1 – A gentle answer turns away wrath, but a harsh word stirs up anger. 

 

Allan:  (welcomes the kids and calls for puppets to come out) 

(puppets emerge/show themselves and say hi/wave to the kids) 

 

Allan:  Jordan: you haven’t had a chance to come to Kingdom Kids yet. I hope you  

                       like it. 

Jordan: I’m sure I will as long as I don’t have to be around my stupid cousin, Lisa, for                  

                        very long. 

Lisa:  (sarcastic) Nice, Jordan. Way to make a first impression at Kingdom Kids. 

                        Why’d you call me stupid? 

Jordan: Because you hollered at me when I accidentally stepped on your foot. It  

                       made me mad! 

Lisa:  (getting angry) Well, you shouldn’t have been so clumsy – you should’ve  

                        watched what you were doing and my toe wouldn’t be hurting right now! 

Jordan: (also angry, raising voice) You shouldn’t have worn flip-flops if you didn’t  

                        want your toes stepped on! 

 

Allan:  Hey, hey, you two. Let’s calm down – wow. I’ve never seen such an  

                        argument over what sounds like an accident. 

Lisa:  He should’ve just watched what he was doing, that’s all I’m saying. 

Jordan: Give me a break. I didn’t mean to hurt you. 

Allan:  Okay, okay – let’s all take a deep breath and think about this a minute. 



Allan:  Jordan: did you step on Lisa’s foot accidentally? 

Jordan: (humble, head down)  Yes.  

Allan:  Lisa: did you holler at Jordan when he did that? 

Lisa:  (sounds like she’s sorry)  Yes.  

Allan:  Jordan: what do you remember that Lisa actually said? What words did she 

                        use? 

Jordan: (thinking) Hmm … if I remember right, she said, (loud, excitedly) “Hey, ow! That 

                        hurts! Get off my foot!” 

Allan:  Is that how she said it? 

Jordan: I think so, yeah. 

Allan:  Lisa: do you remember saying it like that? 

Lisa:  I don’t remember specifically. But I was in pain and I wanted him off my  

                        foot! So, yeah: I was probably loud and hollered at him. 

Allan:  Jordan: was it the words she used, or how she used them that made you  

                       angry? 

Jordan: I don’t know … I guess I haven’t thought of it. 

 

Lisa:  I think I know, Allan. While the words I used weren’t wrong or bad words, 

                       it was the tone of my voice and how I hollered at him that made it bad. 

Jordan: That’s right. Now that I think about the words you used: (listing) Hey, ow,  

                        that hurts, get off my foot. Those words aren’t like saying curse words 

                         or anything. So it was her yelling. 

Lisa:  I’m sorry Jordan, for hollering at you. 

Jordan: I’m sorry, Lisa, for stepping on your foot. You do know it was an accident. 

Lisa:  Sure, I know. But you do understand why I got loud about it. 

Jordan: Yep – I wouldn’t want anybody stepping on my foot and I’d probably holler 

                        for them to get off, too, if it happened to me. 



Allan:  That’s great, you two. Apologizing is important – even when something we  

                       do is an accident. It’s also very important to apologize when we holler or  

                        yell at somebody in anger. 

Jordan: Why is that important? 

Lisa:  I think I’ve heard this before, Allan. Doesn’t God want us to talk to each  

                       other nicely? 

Allan:  Sure He does. And it’s in the book of Proverbs that even gives us good  

                       advice about giving gentle answers. Do you know what the word “wrath”  

                       means, Lisa? 

Lisa:  I don’t think I do. 

Jordan: I think I do – is it like anger or being mad? Wrath? 

Allan:  Yes, Jordan. Wrath means anger. And you know: when somebody gets mad,  

                        sometimes they have a right to be mad. Nobody likes to be yelled at, so  

                         you kinda had a right to be angry at Lisa. But Lisa should’ve responded a  

                         little more gently and maybe this whole thing wouldn’t have gotten so big. 

  And you shouldn’t have called her stupid. 

Jordan: Right. Sorry about that, too, Lisa. Hey, Allan: you said there’s a Bible verse  

                      about it. What is it? 

Allan:  Proverbs 15:1 – a gentle answer turns away wrath, but a harsh word stirs  

                      up anger. 

Lisa:  So, I could’ve more gently told Jordan what I needed to say and it would’ve  

                       turned away his anger? 

Allan:  Jordan: how would you answer her? 

Jordan: I think so. I think I wouldn’t have gotten angry if you had been gentle  

                       instead of yelling. 

Lisa:  Guess I learned something out of this after all. 

Jordan: Me, too. And a good Bible verse to help me remember next time. 

Allan:  Here’s a song to help your memory. (teaches kids the song; all sing) 
 

(Allan prays with the kids)     (puppets and Allan say goodbye / puppets disappear - kids are dismissed) 


